Introduction {#s1}
============

What explains the superior cognitive abilities of the human brain, with richly complex and flexible behaviors, compared to other brains (Premack, [@B39]), some even larger than ours (Roth and Dicke, [@B47])? Neuroanatomical correlates have been sought in total brain mass, cerebral cortical mass and cortical folding index, but these values are actually smaller in the human brain than in several other species (reviewed in Herculano-Houzel, [@B18]). The elephant brain, in particular, at 4.5--5 kg, is about 3--4 times larger than the human brain (Manger et al., [@B29]). Another possibility was the relative mass of the cerebral cortex measured as a percentage of brain mass---but although this value is indeed largest in the human brain, it is only marginally so (Herculano-Houzel, [@B18]). Encephalization quotient (EQ), the ratio between actual brain mass and that expected from the species\' body mass, given the mathematical relationship between brain mass and body mass, has been considered the best proxy for cognitive abilities since its definition by Jerison ([@B27]), because this is the parameter that singles out humans as the species with by far the largest value, around 7--8 (Jerison, [@B27]; Marino, [@B30]). The African elephant, by comparison, has an EQ of 1.3 (Roth and Dicke, [@B47]), and cetaceans have EQs of around 3 (Marino, [@B30]). However, the small EQ of the African elephant, similar to that of a walrus, camel, or squirrel (Roth and Dicke, [@B47]), does not seem to reflect observed behavioral abilities (Plotnik et al., [@B36], [@B37]; Hart et al., [@B13])---just like the higher EQ of capuchin monkeys compared to great apes is at odds with the greater behavioral flexibility and cognitive abilities of the latter (Deaner et al., [@B9]).

In contrast, and building on the assumption that neurons are the basic information-processing units of the brain, we have proposed that it is not the degree of encephalization, but rather the combined absolute number of neurons in the cerebral cortex and cerebellum, regardless of brain or body size, that correlates best with cognitive abilities (Herculano-Houzel, [@B16], [@B18]). Compared to other primates, and to smaller-brained species such as rodents, the human brain has indeed a much larger number of neurons, both in the cerebral cortex and in the cerebellum (Herculano-Houzel, [@B20]); however, testing the hypothesis that absolute numbers of neurons correlate with cognitive abilities across species, including humans, requires determining the cellular composition of brains larger than the human brain.

Here we determine the cellular composition of the brain of one adult male African elephant using the isotropic fractionator (Herculano-Houzel and Lent, [@B23]), a quantitative method that has been shown to yield similar results to stereology, but in much less time (Bahney and von Bartheld, [@B3]), and that does not require that analysis be limited to isotropic structures.

Results and discussion
======================

We find that the brain of the African elephant, weighing 4618.6 g (without the olfactory bulb), about 3 times heavier than the human brain, holds a total of 257.0 billion neurons, also 3 times more than the average of 86 billion neurons found in the human brain (Azevedo et al., [@B2]). Despite this, the cerebral cortex of the elephant brain, which weighs 2848.0 g (gray and white matter combined), more than two times the mass of the human cerebral cortex, is composed of only 5.6 billion neurons, which amounts to only about one third of the average 16.3 billion neurons found in the human cerebral cortex (Azevedo et al., [@B2]). Within the cerebral cortex, the elephant hippocampus weighs 24.42 g and has a slightly larger volume than the human hippocampus (Patzke et al., [@B35]), but holds only 36.63 million neurons bilaterally, compared to approximately 250 million neurons in the ensemble of the human hippocampus plus amygdala (Andrade-Moraes et al., [@B1]). The rest of the brain structures, excluding the cerebral cortex and cerebellum, holds as many neurons in the elephant brain as in the human brain: 0.7 billion neurons, despite being 4 times larger in the elephant brain (564.7 g compared to 117.7 g in the human brain). The vast majority of the neurons in the African elephant brain, 97.5%, are located in the cerebellum, which holds 250.7 billion neurons (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

**Cellular composition of the African elephant brain**.

  **Structure**                                               **Mass, g**   **Neurons**   **Other cells**   **N/mg**   **O/mg**   **O/N**
  ----------------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ----------------- ---------- ---------- ---------
  Whole brain                                                 4,618.62      257.04 B      216.06 B          56,071     47,130     0.841
  Cerebral cortex, GM + WM[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   2,847.95      5.59 B        150.15 B          1964       52,721     26.844
  Cerebral cortex, GM[^\*\*^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}      1,431.50      5.53 B        55.70 B           3.661      38,910     10.628
  Cerebral cortex, WM                                         1,382.09      --            91.99 B           --         66,561     --
  Cerebellum                                                  1,171.63      250.71 B      38.51 B           213,983    32,866     0.154
  Rest of brain                                               564.67        0.74 B        27.40 B           1314       48,531     36,948
  Hippocampus                                                 24.42         36.63 M       1.73 B            1500       70,714     47.154
  Amygdala                                                    9.94          28.46 M       0.73 B            2864       73,107     25.530
  Striatum                                                    242.38        330.75 M      13.65 B           1365       56,326     41.277
  Diencephalon                                                91.18         97.20 M       5.27 B            1066       57,770     54.195
  Mesencephalon                                               54.10         108.78 M      2.49 B            2011       45,976     22.867
  Pons                                                        102.00        123.53 M      3.16 B            1211       30,993     25.594
  Medulla                                                     74.99         81.44 M       2.83 B            1086       37,803     34.811
  Olfactory bulb                                              41.88         908.37 M      2.86 B            21,687     68,230     3.146

All figures refer to 2 times the values obtained for one half-brain. N/mg, density of neurons per milligram of tissue. O/mg, density of other (non-neuronal) cells per milligram of tissue. B, billion cells (1 × 10^9^). M, million cells (1 × 10^6^). GM, gray matter. WM, white matter.

, includes hippocampus and amygdala.

*, excludes hippocampus and amygdala*.

Compared to other Afrotheria (Neves et al., [@B34]), the mammalian superorder to which elephants belong, the elephant cerebral cortex has the expected number of neurons for its mass (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, circles). In contrast, for an afrotherian (Neves et al., [@B34]), the elephant cerebellum has a smaller mass than expected for its number of neurons (or more neurons than expected for its mass; Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, squares), and the rest of the brain has a larger mass than expected for its number of neurons (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). All brain structures of the African elephant follow the same relationship between structure mass and numbers of other, non-neuronal, cells that applies to all mammalian species examined to date (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that the non-neuronal (presumably mostly glial) composition of the elephant brain conforms to the rules that are shared amongst all mammalian species analyzed to date, which appear to have been conserved in evolution (Herculano-Houzel, [@B18]). In contrast, while the elephant cerebral cortex conforms to the neuronal scaling rules that apply to other afrotherians (Neves et al., [@B34]), its cerebellum has deviated markedly in evolution, as explored further below.

![**The African elephant brain has as many neurons in the cerebral cortex as expected for an afrotherian of its cortical mass, but more neurons in the cerebellum than expected for its cerebellar mass, and fewer neurons in the remaining brain areas than expected for their mass**. In all figures, each data point represents values for both brain sides in one species. **(A)** Variation in mass of the cerebral cortex (gray and white matter combined; circles) and of the cerebellum (squares) as a function of the number of neurons in the respective structures. **(B)** Variation in mass of the remaining brain structures as a function of the number of neurons they contain in each species. **(C)** Variation in mass of cerebral cortex (circles), cerebellum (squares), and remaining brain structures (triangles) across species as a function of their numbers of non-neuronal (other) cells. Elephant data points shown in black (e), other afrotherian species in blue, primates in red (human, h), eulipotyphlans in orange, and glires in green. Data from (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B16a], [@B16b], [@B16c]; Azevedo et al., [@B2]; Sarko et al., [@B47a]; Gabi et al., [@B11]; Neves et al., [@B34]).](fnana-08-00046-g0001){#F1}

With a folding index of 4.18, the elephant cerebral cortex is much more folded than both a hypothetical primate cortex with a similar number of neurons and the human cerebral cortex (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which corroborates our previous observation that the cortical folding index is not a simple function of the number of cortical neurons (Ventura-Antunes et al., [@B53]). Cortical neurons are spread laterally over 257,067 mm^2^ in the elephant, (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) a much larger cortical surface than in primates with a similar number of cortical neurons (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As a consequence, the average number of neurons under 1 mm^2^ in the elephant cortex is only 10,752, compared to 80,064 in the human cerebral cortex (Ribeiro et al., [@B45]) or as much as 122,998 in the squirrel monkey (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B21]). This large discrepancy across species demonstrates that, contrary to the notion put forward from extrapolations from two-dimensional counts limited to small portions of the cortex (Rockel et al., [@B46]) and later confirmed by stereology in a limited sample of 5 species (Carlo and Stevens, [@B7]), the number of neurons under a unit surface area of cerebral cortex is not constant across species. Our finding of largely disparate average numbers of neurons underneath 1 mm^2^ of cerebral cortex in the elephant compared to the human brain (Ribeiro et al., [@B45]), to other primates (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B21]) and to rodents (Ventura-Antunes et al., [@B53]) adds to an already existing and growing body of evidence across insectivores (Stolzenburg et al., [@B51]), cetaceans (Poth et al., [@B38]) and a variety of species (Haug, [@B14]). Indeed, Haug (Haug, [@B14]) found about 15,000 neurons per mm^2^ in the cerebral cortex of the African elephant, a value fairly similar to that reported here. The non-uniformity of the number of neurons per surface area of the cerebral cortex has important implications for developmental models of cortical evolution in that it implies that cortical expansion can no longer be considered to occur through simple lateral addition of identical columnar modules (Rakic, [@B40]). Rather, neurons can spread underneath the cortical surface in different surface densities across species, which further implies that the expansion of the cortical surface, and also increasing degrees of cortical folding, are not synonym with expanding numbers of cortical neurons (Ventura-Antunes et al., [@B53]; Kazu et al., under review). Instead, we propose that cortical folding is a simple physical consequence of the expansion of a cortical surface under tension where axons are unequally distributed within the gray matter and through the white matter, regardless of the numbers of neurons that compose that surface (Mota and Herculano-Houzel, in preparation). In that scenario, we find that the degree of cortical folding of the African elephant, as that of all other mammals examined, is that expected for its surface area (Mota and Herculano-Houzel, in preparation).

![**Neurons in the elephant cerebral cortex are more spread out laterally, resulting in a more highly folded cortex than in other species with more cortical neurons**. Each data point represents values for one cerebral hemisphere in one species. Graphs show variation in folding index **(A)** and total surface area of the cerebral cortex **(B)** as a function of the number of neurons in the cerebral cortex in the elephant (black, e) and other species \[other afrotherian species in blue, primates in red (human, h), and glires in green\]. Data from Neves et al. ([@B34]) and Ventura-Antunes et al. ([@B53]).](fnana-08-00046-g0002){#F2}

###### 

**Cortical areas and volumes in the African elephant**.

  ------------------------------------------ ---------------
  Total cortical surface area, pial          257,067 mm^2^
  Exposed cortical surface area              62,146 mm^2^
  Average folding index                      4.18
  Average cortical thickness                 2.663 mm
  Cortical surface area, interface with WM   208,633 mm^2^
  Cortical volume, gray matter               676,937 mm^3^
  Cortical volume, white matter              674,708 mm^3^
  ------------------------------------------ ---------------

*Values for one hemisphere only*.

Along the anteroposterior axis of the cerebral cortex, we find a 1.7-fold variation in the number of neurons under 1 mm^2^ of cortical surface (excluding the anterior and posterior poles), but with no correlation with position along the axis (Spearman correlation, *p* = 0.8170), contrary to what has been found in the human and non-human primate cortex (Cahalane et al., [@B6]; Ribeiro et al., [@B45]) (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Average neuronal density in the elephant cerebral cortical gray matter, at 3,661 neurons/mg, is small compared to other mammals, for example 21,450 in the human cortical gray matter and up to 122,232 neurons/mg in the mouse cortex (Ventura-Antunes et al., [@B53]), but it close to the ca. 5,000 neurons/mm^3^ reported previously for the African elephant (Haug, [@B14]). Given an average density of other cells of 38,910 per mg, which is comparable to that found in other mammalian cortices (Herculano-Houzel, [@B19]) and to an average glial cell density of ca. 48,000 per mm^3^ reported previously (Haug, [@B14]), the low neuronal density in the elephant cerebral cortical gray matter indicates that neurons (including soma and all arborizations) are, on average, 10--40 times larger within the elephant cortical gray matter than in other mammalian cortices.

![**Distribution of neurons along the anteroposterior axis of the elephant cerebral cortex**. **(A)** Average number of neurons under 1 mm^2^ of cerebral cortical surface varies randomly along the 16 coronal sections along the anteroposterior axis. Frontal pole is section 1. **(B)** Neuronal density in the cortical gray matter varies along the anteroposterior axis, with smaller neuronal densities in anterior sections 2--5 than in the remainder of the cortex. Each data point represents neuronal density in one piece of tissue within the section. **(C)** Ratio between numbers of other cells and neurons along the cortical gray matter decreases with increasing neuronal density. **(D)** Cell density in the subcortical white matter varies along the anteroposterior axis, with larger densities in anterior sections 1--5 than in the remainder of the white matter. Each data point represents cell density in one piece of tissue within the section.](fnana-08-00046-g0003){#F3}

Neuronal densities (in neurons/mg) vary 4.3-fold along the 116 pieces of cerebral cortical gray matter \[and include densities reported previously as the average neuronal density in the cerebral cortex of the African elephant (Haug, [@B14]) and in select locations of the cortex of the Indian elephant (Tower, [@B52]); Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\], and are smaller in sections 2--5, located in the anterior end of the series of 16 sections (Kruskal-Wallis test, *p* = 0.0019; Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These findings are consistent with a larger average size of neurons (including soma, axons and dendrites) in the anterior-most portion of the elephant cerebral cortex (Jacobs et al., [@B26]), as has been seen in primates (Elston et al., [@B10]), and suggest that the distribution of neurons is not homogeneous along the cortical volume, although it does not vary as a single, continuous gradient along the anteroposterior axis.

![**Distribution of neuronal densities along the cerebral cortex of the African elephant**. Coronal sections, 1.28 mm thick, are numbered from the anterior to the posterior pole. Color intensity of the delineated cortical grey matter indicates the local neuronal density according to the scale on the left. A-I, blocks of cortical grey matter processed separately. W, white matter. Call, corpus callosum, processed separately from the remaining white matter. Amyg, amygdala; Dienc, diencephalon; Ent, entorhinal cortex; Hp, hippocampus; Str, striatum.](fnana-08-00046-g0004){#F4}

The ratio between numbers of other cells and neurons varies as a function of neuronal density in the gray matter, as found within the human and mouse cerebral cortex (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B24]; Ribeiro et al., [@B45]) (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with our previous findings that indicate an evolutionarily conserved distribution of other cells as a function of neuronal density that is shared across brain structures and species (Herculano-Houzel, [@B19]).

Other cell densities in the white matter vary 3.5-fold along the 128 pieces of white matter, and are larger in sections 1--5 and 15 along the 16 sections of cerebral cortex (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Because the vast majority of these cells are expected to be myelinating oligodendrocytes, this finding is consistent with a smaller caliber of myelinated fibers in the anterior-most than in the posterior-most sections of the elephant cortex, as found in the human cerebral cortex (Ribeiro et al., [@B45]).

The elephant cerebellum is relatively the largest found in mammals, comprising on average about 18% of brain volume (Maseko et al., [@B33]), while in other mammalian species the cerebellum usually represents between 10 and 14% of brain volume or mass (Clark et al., [@B8]; Herculano-Houzel, [@B17]; Maseko et al., [@B33]). In the elephant brain examined here, the cerebellum amounts to 25.4% of total brain mass. We had previously found the number of neurons in the cerebellum to vary as a common function of the number of neurons in the cerebral cortex across primates, rodents, and eulipotyphlans, and to hold on average 4.2 times more neurons than the cerebral cortex, reaching at most an average of 7.2 times more neurons in the cerebellum than in the cerebral cortex in eulipotyphlans (Herculano-Houzel, [@B17]). The African elephant is a clear outlier to this relationship, with a ratio of 44.8 neurons in the cerebellum to each neuron in the cerebral cortex (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![**The African elephant brain has a 10 times larger ratio between cerebellar and cortical neurons than other mammalian species**. Figure shows how number of neurons in the cerebellum varies homogeneously as a function of number of neurons in the cerebral cortex across species. Elephant data point shown in black (e), other afrotherian species in blue, primates in red (human, h), eulipotyphlans in orange, and glires in green. Data from (Herculano-Houzel et al., [@B16a], [@B16b], [@B16c]; Azevedo et al., [@B2]; Sarko et al., [@B47a]; Gabi et al., [@B11]; Neves et al., [@B34]).](fnana-08-00046-g0005){#F5}

The relatively large size of the African elephant cerebellum could be due to a relative decrease of the size of the cerebral cortex and/or remaining brain structures, or to an actual enlargement of the cerebellum. In view of our finding that the elephant cerebral cortex fits the neuronal scaling rules for Afrotherians (Neves et al., [@B34]) (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), the elevated ratio between cerebellar and cortical neurons indicates that the elephant indeed has an increased number of neurons in the cerebellum, compared to the cerebral cortex. Moreover, the discrepancy between the number of neurons in the elephant cerebellum and that expected for an afrotherian cerebellum of its size (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) indicates that the increase in numbers of cerebellar neurons in the African elephant did not obey the scaling rules that apply to other afrotherians; that is, the elephant cerebellum is not simply a scaled-up afrotherian cerebellum. Rather, the finding that the elephant cerebellum is smaller than expected for an afrotherian, for its number of neurons, suggests a selective pressure for compactedness. Thus, the elephant cerebellum seems to be twice specialized: it has both an increased number of neurons relative to the cerebral cortex, and a more compact packing of neurons than found in other afrotherians. Although it cannot be determined at this point whether the extraordinarily large number of neurons in the cerebellum is due to addition of all cell types or particularly to granule cells, a previous analysis of the morphology of the African elephant cerebellum showed no departure from the typical cerebellar organization of other mammals (Maseko et al., [@B33]). However, given that granule cells are the vast majority of neurons in the mammalian cerebellum, including in the elephant (Maseko et al., [@B33]), the increased number of neurons in the elephant cerebellum must include the addition of vast numbers of granule cell neurons, even if not exclusively of this cell type.

The African elephant thus has a ca. 10-fold larger ratio of cerebellar to cerebral cortical neurons compared to all other mammals analyzed previously (Herculano-Houzel, [@B17]). The concerted scaling of numbers of neurons in the cerebellar and cerebral cortices, maintaining an average ratio of 4.2 between the structures, supports the view of coordinated function of the two cortices, which are functionally coupled (Leiner et al., [@B28]; Ramnani, [@B41]; Ito, [@B25]) and scale concertedly in absolute mass across species of several mammalian orders (Stephan et al., [@B49]; Whiting and Barton, [@B54]). Cerebellar function is now known not to be limited to somatomotor processing, and to involve loops with the entire cerebral cortex, with remarkably extensive processing of prefrontal cortical information that contribute to cognitive functions as well (Buckner, [@B5]). Indeed, in primate evolution there has been a concerted increase in the volume of the prefrontal cortex, of prefrontal inputs to the cortico-pontine system, and of prefrontal-projecting cerebellar lobules (Ramnani et al., [@B42]; Balsters et al., [@B4]).

If such functional coupling also exists in the African elephant, it is at odds with the much larger number of neurons in the cerebellum than expected for the number of neurons in the cerebral cortex. Although studies of anatomical connectivity between the cerebellum and cerebral cortex in the elephant will be necessary to address this possibility, this discrepancy suggests that the massive addition of supernumerary neurons to the cerebellum is not related to cerebral cortical processing, but rather to processing of afferent information that arrives from non-cortical sources, such as the brainstem. Two candidate and non-exclusive sources of unusual amounts of afferent information to be processed by the elephant cerebellum are those related to infrasound communication and to the trunk.

Elephants, odontocete cetaceans, and microchiropterans have relatively larger cerebella than other mammals (Maseko et al., [@B33]), and all three groups share unusual systems of vocalization: infrasound in elephants (Garstang, [@B12]), and echolocation in cetaceans and microchiropterans (Rendell et al., [@B44]; Speakman, [@B48]). The exact mechanism for the production of infrasound in elephants is currently unknown, but is presumed to involve the larynx and trunk (Herbst et al., [@B15]; Stoeger et al., [@B50]). It is thus possible that the enlarged cerebellum is related to vocalization; however, we have found that, in contrast to the elephant, the relatively large cerebellum of echolocating microchiropterans is not an enlarged cerebellum, but rather the result of a diminished cerebral cortex, possibly related to miniaturization (Herculano-Houzel et al., in preparation). This finding suggests that the neuron-rich, complex cerebellar neuronal morphology (Maseko et al., [@B31]) and enlarged cerebellum (Maseko et al., [@B33]) of the African elephant is not related to vocalization.

Alternatively, the increased number of cerebellar neurons in the elephant might be related to the trunk, a highly tactile and motile muscular appendage (Rasmussen and Munger, [@B43]) that in principle has infinite degrees of freedom of movement, given the absence of internal bones and joints. The highly sensitive tip of the trunk moves extensively as the elephant explores and manipulates its immediate environment. We speculate that the extraordinary number of neurons in the elephant cerebellum, and thus the large absolute and relative size of this structure (Maseko et al., [@B33]) as well as brainstem motor specializations (Maseko et al., [@B32]), may have been driven by the processing of complex sensory and motor information regarding the trunk, a large sensorimotor unpaired appendage unique to the Proboscideans.

In contrast to its exceptional cerebellum, here we show that the cerebral cortex of the African elephant, with 5.6 billion neurons \[a value that is similar to the ca. 7--8 billion neurons estimated from the multiplication of neuronal density and cortical volume (Haug, [@B14])\], matches the neuronal composition expected for an afrotherian (Neves et al., [@B34]), which differs from that expected for a primate of similar cortical mass (Herculano-Houzel, [@B18]). Thus, as predicted previously (Herculano-Houzel, [@B16]), the elephant cerebral cortex has far fewer neurons than the human cerebral cortex (Azevedo et al., [@B2]), and fewer than estimated for the great ape cerebral cortex (Herculano-Houzel and Kaas, [@B22]) (ca. 9 billion neurons in gorilla and orangutan, 8 billion in the chimpanzee cerebral cortex), although more than in macaque monkeys and in the baboon (1--3 billion neurons Gabi et al., [@B11]). It is tempting to speculate that the cognitive abilities shared by great apes and elephants, such as cooperation and mirror-recognition (Plotnik et al., [@B36], [@B37]; Hart et al., [@B13]), are related to their numbers of cortical neurons, which are fewer than in the human cortex but still more than found in many other mammals, including macaques and large artiodactyls (Kazu et al., under review). It remains to be seen how numbers of neurons in prefrontal (associative) cortical areas compare across these species, as well as numbers of synapses and patterns of connectivity. In the meantime, the present data lend weight to the hypothesis that the simplest explanation, based on data gathered to date, for the remarkable cognitive abilities of the human brain lies in the remarkable number of neurons concentrated in the cerebral cortex, which is the expected number for a primate brain of human proportions (Herculano-Houzel, [@B20]).

Methods {#s2}
=======

We analyzed the right half of the brain of one adult male specimen of *Loxodonta africana* obtained as part of a planned and authorized cull permitted by the Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife Management Authority, with ethical permission from the University of the Witwatersrand Animal Ethics Committee (Manger et al., [@B29]). Additionally, permission was granted by the Malilangwe Nature Conservation Trust to obtain this animal on their property near Chiredzi in southeastern Zimbabwe. All work was performed under the direction and supervision of an experienced wildlife veterinarian employed by the Malilangwe Trust.

The half-brain analyzed belonged to elephant LA2, with a total post-perfusion brain mass (including pia and arachnoid mater and fluid) of 5250 g (Manger et al., [@B29]). The animal was perfused onsite, and the brain was post-fixed in a 4% solution of phosphate-buffered paraformaldehyde for 72 h, then stored in antifreeze solution at −20°C until processed.

The right half of the brain was parceled into 381 different pieces of tissue, which were processed separately. We first separated the olfactory bulb by transecting the olfactory tract immediately proximal to the bulb, and separated the cerebellum by cutting the cerebellar peduncles at the surface of the brainstem, then sectioned it manually into 8 sagittal sections of 1.28 mm thickness each. The brainstem was isolated by cutting through a plane anterior to the colliculi and posterior to the hypothalamus, and separated into mesencephalon, pons, and medulla, which were further subdivided for processing. The remaining cerebrum was then sectioned manually into 16 coronal sections of 1.28 mm each. Each section was scanned at 300 dpi for reconstruction of the surface. From each section, we then dissected the corpus striatum, diencephalon, hippocampus, amygdala, and entorhinal cortex. The remaining cerebral cortex was further dissected into smaller parts and separated into gray and white matter for cell counting using the isotropic fractionator (Herculano-Houzel and Lent, [@B23]).

Cortical surface areas were estimated for each section by tracing the cortical gray and white matter surfaces in NeuroLucida (Microbrightfield Bioscience, VT). Cortical gray and white matter coronal surface areas were estimated in the same program by applying Cavalieri analysis with a grid size of 1 mm. Surface area and volume for the entire cortex were then estimated by using a formula that corrects for cortical curvature, as described in Ribeiro et al. ([@B45]). The folding index of the cerebral cortex was calculated as the ratio between the total pial surface of the gray matter and the exposed surface of the cortex. Data analysis was performed with JMP 9.0 software (SAS, USA). All numbers reported correspond to the numbers obtained for the right half-brain multiplied by 2 for comparison with published data for the whole brain for other species.
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